
 

D A T A S H E E T

A new standard for site search

What happens when you take an industry-leading search and 

merchandising product and set out to reinvent content search? Sitecore 

Search is the result of years of innovation by some of the world’s foremost 

experts in search technology. 

Connect every visitor with the right content in the moment with an 

intelligent, AI-driven search and content discovery solution. Web content 

search has never been easier to use and implement, or more powerful in 

driving true personalization and business impact.

Connect your search – and web content investments - directly to real 

outcomes. Digital and marketing teams can no longer afford to operate 

under KPIs like ‘time on page’. Sitecore Search gives you the power and 

insight to be more conversion driven. 

Overview

• Leverage the search truly built for marketers: Easily manage your search 

experience without technical knowledge and leverage rich analytical 

dashboards that guide your optimization efforts.

• Enjoy turn-key setup: Go live faster than other search technologies with 

simple implementation across your unique mix of web properties.

• Harness the power of AI, out of the box: Understand and react to 

individual visitor intent instantly through AI and content-aware rules. 

• Ensure faster, more predictive search 

results: Suggest relevant keywords as visitors 

type, anticipating needs within milliseconds.

• Deliver more seamless experiences: Embed 

content search, guided navigation, and 

promotion into any site easily with rich APIs.

• Use search to tailor more of the  

web experience: Searches dynamically 

activate a host of personalized page content 

and recommendations in real time.
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Visit sitecore.com for more information and contact 
your Sitecore representative or registered Solution 
Partner for additional details.Sitecore is a global leader of end-to-end digital experience software. Unifying data, content, commerce, and experiences, our 

SaaS-enabled, composable platform empowers brands like L’Oreal, Microsoft, United Airlines, and PUMA to deliver unforgettable 

interactions across every touchpoint. Our solution provides the cutting-edge tools brands need to build stronger connections 

with customers, while creating content efficiencies to stand out as transformation and innovation leaders.

About Sitecore

• Deep insights  

Go beyond URLs and clicks to track engagement with 

themes and keywords across your content.

• Multilingual management 

Incorporate multiple languages into your search to 

simplify and enhance globalization.

• Dynamic content 

Combine multiple types of content into one connected 

search experience.

Feature-rich, enterprise-grade site search


